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How do you envision the exterior of the buildings? (i.e. types of materials and architectural style)

A mix of old and new to reflect UA’s heritage (brick/stone) and also meeting the modern world. I like the idea of allowing for natural light to infiltrate into the interior and I hope it’s included in the design as much as possible. An inviting landscape surrounding the building can also add to the overall aesthetic. Also, if it’s possible, I think it would be interesting to include a mixture of appealing geometric designs other than simply angular in design - follow patterns in nature.
	Brick or stone exterior, pitched roof, large windows. Traditional architecture. Trendy architecture will appear dated in 20 years.
	Blending with the adjacent neighborhood. Inspiration from mid-century modern, which is very prevalent in UA.
	I am not very happy with the outsides/exteriors of the buildings. Upper Arlington is a very colonial style looking building and I know that a modern school will not fit at all. When I see Jones Middle School I can tell that it has history and fits in. And in my opinion it is one of the prettiest buildings I have ever seen. I feel that with the new buildings it will stick out. Some recommendations that I believe is that it needs to look colonial. Upper Arlington is a very pretty city and I will say that modern does not fit in. Some schools that you should look at are Jones and Barrington, and Donell Middle school in Findlay Ohio. Love the interior though! And the indoor track around the gym.
	Timeless - when I see new homes being built I can tell in 20 years you will be able to say - “that was built in the 2010s” because of colors, features … How can we moderate that? The “coffee shop” look may not be the thing 20 years from now.
	Modern architectural style that complements the midcentury architecture surroundings.
	Contemp, modern, glass, steel, ‘natural’ elements like wood, water. Green space. TREES.
	Many “listeners” claimed the examples for exteriors were too modern - not like UA. I disagree. Let’s not look like a ‘new 1950’ school either!
	Limestone like the historic buildings in UA.
	The exterior should be a reflection of the surrounding neighborhood as much as possible.
	Brick, classical, timeless, traditional, solid. I don’t want it to look dated 15 years from now. Grandview Heights, Jones MS - timeless. Dublin Coffman - dated.
	Would be nice to have exteriors capitalize on history of UA and use some stone etc. as in historical homes.
	Needs to be modern but also reflect spirit of community.
	Sustainably sourced materials.
	Ability to have edible landscaping (landscaping with edible/ornamental plants)
	Durable/low maintenance.
	Please keep it traditional and don’t try to make it a trendy contemporary design that may look dated in ten years. Think of designs that fit the traditional character of the community - use of brick & block, maybe a little glass would be attractive. Think more about Jones Middle School rather than the latest design at Ohio State University.
	Exterior - glass stone (quarry) + other natural materials.
	Open + inviting
	Bold, interesting - think M.O.M.A. or Frank Lloyd Wright
	The exterior should blend well with our UA community design. I envision use of red brick and limestone. Benches. Shaded areas. Tables.
	Not overly industrial - this is a fad that will date our structures.
	Mix of brick & glass.
	Minimal use of metal.
	More traditional design (less trendy).
	Modern but moderate & sensible!
	It should not be costly for the sake of overly dramatic design.
	Organic. Natural. 
	Fitting in with the feel of the particular neighborhood - very important for the elementary buildings.
	Mix of traditional & modern
	Lots of glass, brick, stone.
	Brick of stone with some glass & some metal.
	Not a “modern” architectural style that will appear dated in 20-30 years.
	More of a classical style. Something that invokes a feeling of majesty & significance. Again, enduring so that in 30-50 years a person doesn’t say “oh that was built in the teens.” - like people say of 1960-1970s architecture today.
	A clearly definable main entrance.
	Complimentary to the environment.
	Contemporary, but fitting into the style and feel of the neighborhood.
	A lot of transom windows to allow light in.
	? & ceeling
	Not sure would use lower run of stone if affordable? Then most durable rest of the building with windows perhaps with stone.
	Arches main doorways.
	UA’s early bldgs. were stone & brick. It would be cool to have that exterior theme carried forth w/ our new school(s). 
	Please no flat roofs. Too expensive to maintain over time. 
	Most exteriors look more medical that educational.
	Exterior blends with environment seamlessly.
	Relying on sunlight (natural) instead of lightbulbs & electricity.
	Architectural principles of Frank Lloyd Wright stand the test of time.
	Brick & glass. Not too modern. 
	Most of the exterior photos looked like medical or apartment complexes.
	Ageless materials. Not trending. Stable. Inviting. Maintenance free (minimized).
	Contemporary, contextual.
	Belonging to Upper Arlington. Timeless. UA Municipal Bldg. is excellent!
	Not looking like a typical OSFC building.
	Brick.
	Many windows.
	Not space age - too modern.
	Not a shocking addition to the UA vibe.
	I envision the exterior of the school as “traditional.” Georgian/colonial - GRAND! None of the samples shown on the wall gave that feel. Hugely disappointed! A little sick to my stomach that I voted yes. If the building will look like a spaceship landed in such a historical community are the designers listening to our “voices”??
	Brick + glass (or stone). 
	Blend of traditional design w/ some modern openings. 
	Inviting - less confusing entrances - more intuitive directions.
	Concrete block + glass exterior with insulated metal panel roof.
	Partial concrete slab foundation w/ basement area for utilities.
	Integrated with environment look.
	Solar or some geothermal aspects.
	A lot of trees and places to relax / for mindfulness and grounding.
	UA is a contemporary housing community
	Flat roofs
	Fitting w/ architecture of neighborhoods - brick, more “residential” elevations than “corporate”
	Metals + stone.
	If brick, see newer buildings @ Denison University (Talbot, etc.).
	Natural materials; using lots of glass & green space adjacent to building w/o shrubs for safety; interior open-air courtyards for natural light to classrooms.
	Classic, but modern.
	The buildings should fit with our community, not look like a Marcus Movies :)
	Every room needs windows.
	Re: Barrington - needs to match the current exterior and surrounding homes.
	High school at concept of 4 stories concerns me in the neighborhood setting. However 3 stories or more should be designed to be as open as possible for large group learning and/or space for creative learning (i.e. flying drones).
	Warm, inviting.
	I envision exteriors that complement the neighborhoods and don’t elicit an OMG.
	Transitional … I’m afraid the new HS will be too contemporary or progressive looking. It needs to have a timeless look and appeal … nothing too trendy.
	Modern & contemporary, mix of materials. Glass, brick, metal. Taking cues from the surrounding neighborhood for style inspiration and materiality.
	Natural materials.
	Large exterior windows.
	Make the building emotionally attached to outsiders.
	Building should make people on the outside curious about what is happening inside. Should make people on the outside want to go inside.
	Large entrances with plenty of doors and amply proportioned “awnings”.
	Mixture of glass, metal panel. Some brick.
	I recommend less expensive material on the exterior so we spend money on the interior & technology.
	Natural light & exposure to nature & natural elements.
	Modern but with classic elements - nothing too futuristic. 
	Should be inviting, not cold or intimidating.
	Use of stone or brick mixed w/ steel & glass.
	Stone, brick, metal & big windows.
	Needs to respond to UA’s traditional materials so it looks like UA, without copy/pasting dated design elements. Must still look exciting & new but not too zoomy so it ages well.
	To the degree possible, they should match the exteriors of the homes in the neighborhoods they fit in. They can still have innovative spaces indoors without sticking out & looking like corporate offices that belong in an office park in Dublin.
	UAHS: Frosted glass walls on 1st floor.
	Solar panels, green roof (?)
	Some traditional, classic elementas a nod to tradition and golden past.
	Please don’t make it look like a prison. Like Olentangy Liberty HS!
	Please make it fit into the community.
	All of the exteriors should represent the commitment the community has to its schools.
	A mixture of brick & glass. A lot of natural light coming into the building.
	I would like to see the building exteriors reach into the future rather than the tired old red brick on square boxes.
	Focused on futuristic with traditional mix based on community neighborhood - Nothing that’s a “fad” more in line with the trend becoming the new standard.
	Glass, metal, stone, art work, molds
	“Welcoming” or attention grabbing that people will want to come up to & see.
	Parking come to play & logistics into + around the structures.
	Beyond the current architecture of UA
	Stone
	Landscape/trees to help it blend w/ neighborhoods.
	Modern, clean, natural light / lots of windows
	Strong school branding helping to visually display our tradition & history - old brick modern + tradition
	New flexible athletic facilities 
	Environmentally conscious
	Fitting UA master plan - red brick, blue limestone, glass
	Lots of landscaping with garden areas for the classrooms to maintain (students NOT teachers)
	I loved the more traditional designs. Some of the innovative were nice to look at, but we need something that will stand the test of time.
	Stone to blend in to neighborhood
	I would like to see U.A. develop a signature design for the exterior architecture. This would not have to be severe, but would contribute to a sense of place from a community perspective.
	The building should reflect the functions of the activities, environmental fitness as the direction setting. Materials and architectural styles will follow the above principle.
	Certainly the durability and easy to maintain.
	Lots of parking space so students don’t walk long distances to the school and don’t turn local neighborhoods into parking lots. Diagonal parking vs. parallel parking.
	Building materials should focus on longevity. It is much more economical to renovate an interior than to build a new building. 
	The use of landscaping can personalize a building without using futuristic building shapes and features.
	 For interior windows, please consider thick plexiglass to provide some security.
	Prefer a traditional architectural look that complements the neighborhoods around the buildings. Nothing too trendy, should stand the test of time.
	Aesthetically pleasing - fit look of UA.
	Sustainable.
	Open grassy areas with classic hardwood trees.
	Stone benches or black metal benches
	Rain gardens / natural drainage
	Wide sidewalks and well lit
	Ample dropoffs
	Brick, glass, green spaces to gather & learn
	Glass, brick, stone
	Traditional w/ a contemporary twist
	Clean lines
	Honesty of materials (no faux stone, brick veneer, etc.)
	Comfortable human scale influenced by proximity to street, sensitivity of surroundings (1-2 story residential)
	UAHS Parking areas planned for 20 years from now with driverless cars & car services.
	Stone & metal (main features for support)
	A lot of exterior glass.
	Solar panel electricity generation visible on rooftop or on stadium as shade.
	Green materials when possible.
	Not like the current high school.
	Great structure / architecture not classic - Columbus, IN not New Albany
	Potential center of UA community - focus of community pride.

How do you envision the interior educational spaces in the buildings?

	Bright (natural light), with a mix of flexible spaces / furniture for both students and staff for multiple areas - academic personal athletics arts
	Only use carpet when/where necessary
	Use of color to make the school welcoming to promote learning and creativity (other than black & gold) - and to avoid feeling “institutional”
	Appropriate (or fluid?) design of spaces to accommodate foot traffic in the hallways to support ease of movement & avoid congestion
	Is there a way to incorporate spaces to promote recycling (paper, bottles)?
	Flexibility - opening walls. 
	Atriums rather than courtyards, as courtyards are unusable during a significant part of the school year in Ohio.
	Flexible
	Ready to be refitted for new techologies.
	Lots of plugs, charging stations.
	Can there be a space where the whole school can be in one place?
	“Flow” that makes sense for non-students - play-goers, sports fans, coming in through the office during the school day - in terms of parking, open doors, bathrooms.
	Flexible, modern, standing room, open space, collaborative space.
	Day “gym” - optional locker space - not one for everyone but a space place for stuff if needed.
	Need an interior cafe that can serve all if needed like for UA Idea Day.
	Lots of interior light sounds great but can students pay attention with so much distraction?
	Is there greater opportunities to integrate hands-on, “vocational” activities into the broader curriculum?
	Modern, bright, strong/robust
	Large open areas
	Easy to maintain over the long-term
	Concerns w/ glass walls 10-15 years down the road.
	Focused learning communities by grade so they don’t have as long to walk to classes, etc.
	No lockers! With advent of technology, they are not as critical.
	Need to have private spaces for learners who can’t handle all the light & space.
	Flexibly designed spaces.
	“Agora” style gathering space.
	Central space can be used as an assembly space rather than having a traditional auditorium.
	I would have well lit areas, use of glass. 
	I don’t think a lot of small independent nooks are good use of space.
	Keep grades together as much as possible.
	Comfortable interior spaces - but sustainable with many bodies using the spaces - furniture - facilities.
	Individualized - small group/large group flexibility w/ collaborative space accessible to various spaces
	More modern than the exterior. 
	Safe. Bullet proof doors and glass.
	Conveniently placed lockers.
	Larger - more accommodating cafeteria and food choices.
	Recycling centers. Water fountains that refill bottles. Dryers in bathrooms that “extreme dry.”
	I do not think glass walled classrooms will work well for students with poor attention. They will be very distracted by what is going on outside their rooms. High schools are always curious of their peers.
	Flexible space.
	Not too visually busy! Low maintenance, durable!
	Lots of natural light!
	If large doors can be opened to allow fresh air in (bring the outdoors in).
	Flexible.
	Well lit, natural light.
	Functional - lack of wasted space
	Combine functions where possible.
	Room for structured learning as well as flexible learning.
	Flexible spaces. 
	Walls that move.
	Lots of natural light!
	Adaptable for multiple uses.
	Adaptable for growth of class sizes.
	Adaptable for new technology use in the classroom
	Open
	Bright with plenty of natural light. Why pay for electricity to light a classroom when the sun can do the same for free?
	Exciting, inviting, contemporary.
	Flexible space with central atrium with a lot of light space I envision.
	Light colors, inviting.
	Flexibility is key. Color use is cool, so long as it doesn’t focus on the primary colors - too childish. 
	Lots of glass is sweet! 
	Prefer atriums over courtyards.
	Free flowing. Stimulating. Free feeling. Continuous. Evolving.
	Having the capacity to adjust a space based on changing priorities in the future.
	Lots of light.
	Bright colors.
	Noise suppression.
	Learning areas need shielded from distraction.
	Natural light - electronic devices don’t always work well together.
	Pleasant colors.
	Sound absorbing materials.
	Stand up - sit down desks.
	Durable!
	Flexible but all open.
	An appropriate amount of defined spaces so a teacher could teach in a quiet space and kids could think.
	Music spaces with terraces like current band room - I know it isn’t flexible but it is much better than playing music in a wide open space w/ bad acoustics.
	I envision the interiors to be contemporary & bright. Open. I am open to the idea of glass partitions. Central common areas. I think the interiors  can be a nice surprise to walk into after coming through a stately exterior.
	Need to tour other newer schools - esp. suburban schools in Columbus e.g. New Albany, Dublin, Hilliard. The exterior of Logan H.S. is very appealing.
	Bright; flexible spaces - places to gather and collaborate.
	Not too open for elementary (can be distracting for short attention spans).
	Integrated technology.
	Open floor plans with common areas.
	Focus on multipurpose areas.
	Pop-out glass safety/ escape windows
	High efficiency utilities.
	Again, places for mindfulness/relaxation/grounding for students.
	Fewer lecture-centered classrooms.
	Easy access to outdoors.
	A lot of communal student areas that promote interactions among many student groups.
	Flexible
	Interior courtyard + media center & hub
	Secure entrances
	Movable furniture
	Electronically advanced - tech
	Fishbowl sm. Spaces for t & s wk/reflection
	I have loved the collaboration and staff culture that comes from common planning and desk spaces for teachers, rather than teachers working in their classrooms.
	Small group spaces w/ conference like tables are incredibly functional and practical.
	Flexible seating options
	Glass, break out rooms for small group collaboration. Large spaces in center.
	White-board painted walls.
	Bright colors; glass; high ceilings; loads of open, flexible spaces.
	Can they “take a beating” over 50 years? i.e. barn doors look great and offer flexibility, but will they stay together after a mad kid slams them?
	Supervision … with smaller spaces, can teachers & adults or security cameras monitor?
	Lots of natural lighting through larger windows/skylights. 
	Courtyard that is covered in a glass roof so that it can be used all year. 
	Easier access for students to move around quickly rather than the large/lengthy footprint that exists now. 
	Emphasis on exposing students through group learning in large, 2 story spaces.
	I grew up in “modern/innovation” open-school buildings built in the 1970s around a media center w/ open, flexible walls. The problem was it was noisy & distracting, and everyone wanted their walls & doors back. I would like the concept of flexible spaces to recognize the need for many students to have spaces that minimize noise & distraction. 
	Any, inviting, facilitating learning, flexible to change with the decades. Safe.
	Spaces that serve as resources for the entire community, not just K-12.
	Collaborative open, easy flowing spaces.
	Daylight and views from as many spaces as possible. 
	The space should be inviting yet modern and functional.
	Flexibility is good but individual personal space is equally important.
	Proportions & scale for student - specifically elementary.
	The building should respect its occupants. Should make students proud and excited to be there.
	Durable materials - natural stone, concrete, wood, glass, steel.
	No drop ceilings.
	Wide corridors.
	Large foyers at entrances to accommodate crowds.
	Natural light.
	Open common spaces for gathering w/ flexible furniture.
	Spaces that can be converted to smaller spaces & larger spaces.
	Ability to display digitally what is being learned.
	Enough spaces where one-on-one or very small group interaction can occur … but w/in a large space.
	Classrooms that allow furniture to be set in a circle or in small groups.
	Lots of technology, connectivity, digital.
	Flexible is great. 
	With respect to safety and inclusion of food allergy kids, the food allergy community would like to focus on creating:
	Designated eating / meeting spaces (for programs that involve food, so as to keep food OUTSIDE of everyday learning areas)
	Designated reception areas (for post-performance receptions, student socials, fundraisers, etc.)
	Nurse’s office (1) centrally located (2) next to lunchroom/cafeteria
	Lunchroom must have bathroom or shared large basis for handwashing before/after eating. For: food allergies, general disease prevention.
	Collaborative, inviting but not distracting.
	Filled with natural light.
	Open & spacious
	Everything has its place - the ‘junk’ can be put away.
	Not overly designed (Specialized built-ins, few rooms for specific uses) so they can adapt easily over time.
	Let the tech & HVAC in the ceilings show.
	Flexible; modular; more available space for younger grades in classrooms (or w/ movable walls)
	Preservation of decently sized spaces for art & music.
	No glass walls to hallways or between classrooms. Students will be self-conscious and feel on display. Students will be distracted by glass walls to the classroom and inside.
	Permanent walls not temporary - flexible walls are not sound-proof enough. No more than 20% interior glass walls to the hallways. You could transom windows to allow for natural light - but not at eye level.
	It must be flexible & creative.
	A lot of open and flexible spaces.
	No more narrow hallways filled with lockers and crowded class changes (specifically at the high school).
	Easy for people to move about inside the building. 
	No more windowless interior classrooms like the ones that are adjacent to the Learning Center.
	Interior spaces should be flexible. Just as the designers in the 1950s had no idea what 2020’s educational needs would be, so too, we have no idea what education will need in the 2070s. So make them flexible and able to be redesigned and reused.
	Open, flexible, accommodating to all needs
	Preparing them for the next level in life; collegiate settings & mobility of locations like the department or thematic idea. How do you simulate large lecture space that can also be scaled back to smaller spaces? “Adaptive.”
	Lots of space to move around.
	“Flow” around the school feel natural.
	Open, collaborative spaces.
	Quiet/not so open it becomes distracting (coming from parent of ADHD kids)
	Enough gym space to accommodate youth teams
	Modern, open, * flexible *
	Open areas & courtyards
	Common spaces w/ lounge seating + chargers + electrical plug-ins - kids do everything on devices
	I like the idea of a huge library surrounded by a common study area and eating area rather than classrooms. I’d spend my classtime drooling over books, I actually had a glass library at Blendon Jr. High in Westerville when it first opened - late 60s, early 70s. It was great and off an open area. 
	Also like the glass - wonder if it doesn’t quietly need to be bulletproof. 
	The auditorium should be large enough to hold all students, staff, and a generous number of guests.
	Larger classrooms for both rows, small groups, circles.
	Fluid, area for kids to be move since they are lacking outdoor time.
	I would like to see more window space, which would promote more natural light.
	I would like to see plenty of attractive industrial carpeting.
	I would like to see an adequate auditorium, especially in the high school.
	I suggest caution about open classroom spaces especially in the elementary buildings. Our son attended Linden Park Alternative in Columbus which had no classroom walls. It was very distracting and noisy which was a disaster for him.
	Same principles as to apply the activities and functions to allow the students to perform at their best and focus their works. 
	Where is the safety setting for the students to run for besides to get out the building?!? If getting outside of the building is not an option.
	Interior spaces should serve as the highest functionality while promoting growth and learning. Large window and glass walls are a terrific start.
	Interior spaces should also be carpeted for a quieter, longer lasting, and anti-fatigue space. Some spaces, like a cafeteria, should have a vinyl flooring product such as an LVT which does not require long term and lifetime maintenance like existing school flooring (VCT).
	Use smart boards in some classrooms - like Microsoft Surface boards that are amazing at work.
	Consider faraday cage for high school/middle schools. Provide a tightly monitored WiFi for communications, cellular is a distraction.
	Educational spaces should be fresh & open, but retain the ability to reduce noise & distractions. 
	Should have good lighting, plenty of outlets for tablets & laptops, and no noisy air-conditioning equipment in the classrooms.
	Fit needs of students & staff.
	Polished concrete floors.
	Flexible, multi-purpose, community friendly.
	At the high school it would be AMAZING to have one place where the whole school could come together to see a speaker or presentation.
	Glass, higher ceilings, open.
	Filled with natural light w/o being in direct sunlight (don’t want glare, thermal gain)
	Warm materials: wood tones, bold paint colors
	Views to nature outside, blend interior & exterior
	Honesty + simplicity of materials: exposed concrete floors/walls? Exposed structure?
	Acoustics - not too loud, so need to soften large spaces
	Maximize space. Elevated ceilings where possible. All exterior rooms with glass, some floor to ceiling with built in mechanisms to block out room for video.
	More round spaces, less squares.
	Flexible space - large & small group gathering.
	Flexible w/ options for teacher work space, small group meetings, places to use tools/build stuff, larger group gathering space.
	Project storage space, place to preserve 3-D projects.


Additional feedback?

	I liked the activity with the posters and dots - it was very helpful!
	Most of what I work with did not exist 10 years ago. No one knows what knowledge will be required in 20 years. The schools must teach to reason, collaborate & figure out new concepts. They need to learn how to learn outside of formal education. As a former professor said “Learning is what happens when going to school no longer gets in the way of your education.”
	More wood. Brick. Take the glass down a bit. Food court inside HS (Starbucks, Chipotle, Chicfilea. My #1 priority of the schools are for it to fit into the district and keeping the outside colonial and making the inside modern is the TOP priority.
	My children attended a school with lots of glass & it got hot!! Especially on the upper floors.
	Make sure policies support the space - i.e. if the cafeteria can’t seat everyone, be clear about where students can take their food & “hang out” 0 make sure there is enough space.
	How can UA contribute to the greater central Ohio community and perhaps have space to invite/host collaboration with students from both city and rural backgrounds?
	Don’t build a school that Dublin or Powell would build.
	We NEED more parking!! at high school
	Cost for maintenance with high concept buildings?
	Custodial costs for upkeep of larger spaces?
	Since we don’t have a rec center, buildings should be more accessible to the community: art studio, pool, gym.
	I hear ZERO discussion in these meetings about: 1. Sensory needs of kids. 2. ADD kids. 3. Will we stay at our current schedule? Colleges have long block schedules and many new education systems are leaving kids outside the classroom - we would need a lot more common spaces.
	As an architect I think the Wickliffe/Windermere situation is a disaster. There has to be a way with creative phasing at Windermere to avoid doubling up at Wickliffe. The altered schedule along will be a large problem for families.
	Will there be kitchens where food can be prepared in the elementary schools? (As I understand it right now, the kitchen at Wickliffe has the capacity to heat food but not cook it.) This is a huge impediment to student wellness in terms of nutrition.
	Please have solar & wind power! Teach through example the import & usefulness of our renewable resources. They may be more expensive upfront but they will pay dividends in the future.
	For parking lots please consider “thirsty” concrete which allows water to pass through into the soil beneath. It will help dramatically with storm water runoff/remediation.
	Plenty of interior directional signs to main areas (cafeteria, library, gym, etc.)
	Safety built into the design (within reason of cost) to be proactive if fire escape. Unfortunately mechanisms to protect from mass shootings. Alarm systems.
	Be simple & smart with design & materials.
	Don’t get bogged down with too many details.
	It’s going to be awkward during building process - it’s OK to have short term pain for long term gain.
	When you enter the building easy to know how to get from here to there.
	If they don’t have lockers - where do their coats go, where’s their stuff, where do they keep supplies
	I’m curious about the informal vs. contemporary programs. If we’re designing buildings to meet the educational needs of the 21st century, is there really a need for these 2 programs? (I know this is not a building concern but it’s related.)
	Our current buildings have an average of 50-60 years. They lasted that long because they were built well.
	I’ll be at every meeting that I can!
	Didn’t hear any comments on “handicap provisions” - saw lots of stairs and multiple level stairs. I feel sure that they are being considered but there was no mention of the issue as pertaining to building design.
	Outdoor spaces are lovely, but not practical for much of the school year. With limited land/space - probably better uses (esp. @ high school)
	Emphasis on environmental sustainability. - Have student learning be part of the structure.
	Indoor biology/study areas.
	Real world feel; application
	Common teacher planning space - breaks down “walls” … promote collegiality
	I have taught in space with glass walls and in spaces w/ garage doors. Glass walls are tough for maintaining focus in the classroom and are not very flexible (much less wall space for anchor charts, student work displayed, etc.). Garage doors are great. They make for incredibly flexible spaces that can sometimes be small classroom spaces and sometimes large collaborative spaces.
	Very excited! As a neighbor, a touch apprehensive about height of H.S. (not sure there is much to do about it).
	Thank you for recognizing how important creativity and the arts are! Keep those specialty areas a top priority.
	Agree - no lockers. Or maybe just in athletics.
	Emphasis on solar, green garden roofs, encourage as much recycling as possible.
	Outdoor learning spaces.
	Dislike buildings that are confusing, ambiguous and bewildering. Please make it obvious where entrances are, provide appropriate storage, and make spaces inviting.
	Fiscal responsibility is important - spending on education and function versus look, high-end, etc. Materials should be chosen for durability and flexibility - not for “looks.” we don’t need the best of the best, we need function for long-term education.
	I’d like to hear more about how interior glass promotes flexibility. Beyond offering a surface to write on, a glass wall still constrains in the same way as a brick & mortar wall.
	Thanks for all the hard work!
	Make sure that there is space created for theater work. Storage for set design work and the ability to keep work out as you are building.
	Greenspace is important. Could allow space for community gardening - especially at elementaries. Like view of solar energy (Atlanta school example).
	Look how “Learning Science” comes into play with the physical surroundings. Also how to help make spaces engaging to help the average, weaker non-self-efficacious students participate more.
	1950s on the outside but future needs on the inside.
	Interested in ensuring HS look modern + complementing heritage
	We have a strong athletic tradition - need more space that is flexible
	Several photos showed yoga, training/workout room, swimming & cycling. Students lifetime physical health is important. There are those in our community who will not be pleased with this expense - please consider going BIG and opening to community. It is important for the community to be engaged in the schools for both to be successful.
	If the buildings have basements, they should be designed so that there will never be standing water.
	I would like them to be designed to accept solar power.
	Emergency generators, not in flood-prone locations, should be provided at least for some areas.
	I volunteered extensively with the theater productions at the high school. They offer a wide variety of learning and social opportunities for students. Theater space needs more than a stage. Open work spaces, lots of storage for large & small items and adjacent dressing rooms would be beneficial.
	Too many samples on display without telling the merit of the suggestions for us to consider or vote.
	No showing the setup for natural disaster event for students to run for.
	Standardized materials for more economical purchase and maintenance of the new buildings such as floor tile, ceiling tile, water fountains, furniture, lighting, fire extinguishers, etc.
	Many improvements can also be made in terms of lighting. Specifically, discontinuing the use of fluorescent lighting and utilizing dimmable lighting to promote focus and calming.
	Please price out underground/basement parking for UAHS. Putting 500 spots under would allow for more green space at ground level, is safer in the winter, more convenient, and would reduce congestion on streets where kids now park. Charge for us to help cover cost.
	Open classrooms are nice but the early adopters like in Hilliard, Dublin, Worthington and UA have closed the connected rooms because of sound getting through so easily. Soundproofing is key if that’s the future.
	This is, as always, a tremendous process. I know it is a TON of extra work for district personnel & it is very much appreciated!!
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